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Football Results  

 
MARIST COLLEGE vs Villanova College – Saturday 15th May 
 

Team SLC ATC Villa Padua Iona SPLC SPC 

6A 4 – 2 4 – 1 2 – 4     

6B 0 – 1 2 – 0 2 – 1     

6C 2 – 0 2 – 1 2 – 1     

6 Gold 0 – 4 vs. Villa 6 White 
6 – 0 0 – 7     

6 White 1 – 4 
vs. SLC 6 Green 

3 – 0 3 – 0     

        

5A 1 – 3 2 – 2 2 – 1     

5B 1 – 1 2 – 0 0 – 3     

5C 3 – 1 7 – 0 1 – 1     

5 Gold 3 – 2 1 – 4 0 – 3     

5 White 1 – 9 vs. SLC 5 Green 
2 – 3 1 – 5     
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Around the Grounds  

 
 
6A 
The 6As were outclassed by a very good Villanova side. The boys defended gallantly thanks to 
some brilliant saves from Elliot Broadfoot but the pressure became too much going down 4-2. 
 
6B 
The boys showed plenty of resilience, focus and ticker on the weekend to hold off numerous 
attacking chances from Villanova. Super keepers Jacob Newman and Curtis Cuddihy were kept 
busy all day but were more than up to the challenge. Hugo Dillane, Connor Campbell and Daniel 
Ortiz once again provided a strong platform at the back that was aided by some brilliant midfield 
work from Patrick Collins, Massimo Candiotto and Luca Bordignon. The constant pressure the 
boys amounted was too much in the end and some clinical striking from our two men up front, 
Aden Baker and Luca Rosano was the difference in the end. 
Thanks also to Callum Curtin for again stepping up and playing the house down. Another win in 
the books, Ashgrove 2-1 Villanova. 
 
6C 
What a game! At training last week, we practiced getting the ball out of our half and the defenders 
did this perfectly on Saturday. Some excellent teamwork from our midfielders saw Isaac Mahoney 
and Jack Rosenberg setup for two beautiful goals. Special mention must go to Jack for putting his 
body on the line and scoring a goal off of a rebound from his face. Well done 6C!  
 
6 Gold 
After last week's HUGE win, the 6 Gold team was brought back down to Earth today by a strong 
Villanova side. The score would have been even higher except for some great goal saving clearing 
kicks by Julian Cassar and Mason Irving and a number of key steals by Tate McDermott. Joe 
Richards had his best game of the season so far, playing really strongly in the mid-field - I think 
you've found your position, Joe. And the always dependable Julian Cassar worked really hard all 
game, never giving up when chasing opposition players down the field and playing some great 
football in both attack and defence. Next week our aim is to make sure that we clear the ball out of 
our half as quickly as possible, and to then have a SWARM of Blue and Gold Bumblebees chasing 
these clearance kicks with urgency, into our scoring end.  
 
6 White 
Congratulations to the 6 White team on their 3 – 0 victory over their VILLA counterparts. With 
much support from their team mates, Lachlan Chandler, Sam Turvey & Tom Dowl all managed to 
boot the ball home into the opposition’s goals, albeit after a few hairy moments which saw VILLA 
getting too close for comfort. Special mention must go to Carter Gibson who was amazing in 
defence and managed to always be just where we needed him, and to Harry Hind & Jack Liddell 
for their persistence in defence (Apologies to Jack for my mistake in last week’s write-up). Caleb & 
Carter again excelled as goalies, with Caleb at one stage putting his body on the line. After a 
slower first half our players began to work together as a team with Julian, Tom Lynn, Declan & 
Matt adding much to our efforts. Well played boys! Our season is looking bright. 
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5A 
The Ashgrove 5A’s started this game strongly against undefeated opposition. A cracking early 
strike from Cormac Deady took the visitors by surprise, and the boys persisted for a second 
despite a Villanova equaliser. Super-Sub Sam Blinkhoff came on to score the much-deserved 
winner.  
 
5B 
All the boys played with great intensity with the half time score being 0-0. Villanova finished the 
match the better of the two evenly matched sides, scoring 3 late goals. The boys all put in a great 
effort with the score not being a true reflection of how well they played 
 
5C 
A tight contest between two well-balanced sides saw the match finish with a 1-1 draw. For the 
majority of the match Marist looked the stronger side; however, some excellent goalkeeping from 
Villanova kept them in the game. Villanova equalised late in the second half making the most of 
the 'no offside' rule. Well done 5C's! 
 
5 Gold 
5 gold started well against Villa only conceding an unlucky goal involving a ricochet off the post in 
the first half. A few late goals in the second half saw Marist defeated in a hard fought 3-0 loss. 
 
5 White 
The 5 White boys were again faced with a strong opposition going down 5-1. The boys continue to 
show improvement in their game from week to week and are working well in training, a victory 
can’t be too far away. Michael Jones was as goalkeeper; Villa could have possibly scored 10 goals 
if he didn’t make some of the saves he did. Also, special mention to Liam Inglis who scored a 
great goal from a long-range strike. 
 
 
 
 
 


